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Sumtrmry--We developed an engineering model for forces on rigid, spherical and ogival nose 
projectiles that penetrated semi-infinite, reinforced-concrete targets. Post-test target observations 
and triaxial, material-test data on samples cored from concrete targets guided the model 
development. The spherical, cavity-expansion approximation simplified the target analysis, and 
closed-form penetration equations were derived. The model predicted depths of penetration that 
were in reasonable agreement with penetration data. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Penetration models began with the work of Bishop et al. [1] who investigated loads on 
conical nose punches. They developed solutions for the quasi-static expansion of cylindrical 
and spherical cavities from zero initial radii and used these solutions to approximate forces 
on conical nose punches. Later, Goodier [2] developed models to study penetration of rigid 
spheres into metal targets. That problem was dynamic, and Goodier approximated the 
target response by using the spherical cavity-expansion solution for an incompressible, 
elastic-plastic material derived by Hill [3] and Hopkins [4]. 

Brown [5] presents a recent, historical account of terminal ballistics for concrete targets. 
His review shows that models are usually grouped into three main categories: empirical 
equations fit to test data, analytical methods or engineering models and numerical 
simulations with wave-codes. For our study, we developed engineering models that 
predicted forces on the projectile nose and depth of penetration for spherical and ogival 
nose-shapes. These penetration equations are in closed-form and depend on the impact 
velocity, the geometry and mass of the projectile, and the material properties of the target. By 
contrast, the models presented in Brown's survey article [5] contain adjustable parameters 
that are fit to test data. 

Canfield and Clator I-6] and Baker et al. [7] studied experimentally the penetration of full- 
scale (76.2mm dia.) and 1/10-scale (7.62mm dia.), armor-piercing projectiles into 
reinforced-concrete targets. These projectiles were geometrically similar, so projectile mass 
scaled as 1/1000. In addition, special care was taken to properly scale the reinforced-concrete 
targets. Full-scale and 1/10-scale targets had equal strength and density, but the aggregate 
size, the reinforcing bar size and reinforcing spacing were scaled to match the projectile 
diameters. Penetration tests were conducted with both scales for impact velocities between 
305-824 m s- 1. Canfield and Clator showed that the scaled penetration depths P/d (depth of 
penetration divided by the projectile diameter) for both the full- and 1/10-scale tests were in 
good agreement. We will later compare predictions from our penetration model with the test 
results of Canfield and Clator [6]. 

Post-test, reinforced-concrete targets have a conical entry-crater followed by a tunnel with 
nearly the projectile diameter. Crater depths are usually one to two projectile diameters 
depending on the location of the reinforcing rods from the free surface of the targets. 
Although we have no available projectile deceleration-time data for reinforced-concrete 
targets, deceleration-time profiles for rock targets [8] show a monotonic rise to a peak value 
at about the time the tunnel is developed. Our analysis used the spherical, cavity-expansion 
approximation to model this tunnel phase of penetration. In addition, we assumed that the 
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only function of the reinforcement was to control radial cracks from circumferential tensile 
stresses. 

Triaxial material tests [9] on samples cored from concrete targets used for full-scale 
penetration tests guided the choice of constitutive models. Figure 1 shows pressure- 
volumetric strain and shear strength-pressure data for concrete samples that were tested at 
4, 24 and 48 months. As discussed in [9], water content of concrete decreases with time. 
Dropek and Johnson [10] present models and data that explain that as water content 
decreases, pressure-volumetric strain softens and shear strength--confining pressure stiffens. 
Data in Fig. 1 are in agreement with the trends explained in [10]. 

Although Canfield and Clator [6] did not perform triaxial tests on the concrete targets 
used in their tests, they reported an average unconfined compressive strength of 34.5 MPa 
(5000 psi) and an average density of 2270 kg m-  3 (142 lb ft - 3). The 4-month concrete data 
[91 shown in Fig. 1 also had an unconfined strength of 34.5 MPa and a density of 
2240 kg m-  3. Triaxial data are required for predictions with penetration models; therefore 
we assumed that the 4-month concrete data also represented the mechanical behavior of the 
concrete targets used by Canfield and Clator [6]. 

In addition, post-analysis calculations from the model presented in this paper predicted 
peak pressures of 1200 MPa for the highest impact velocity; whereas, the pressure data in 
Fig. 1 are limited to 400 MPa. Figure 2 shows that the pressure-volumetric strain for the 4- 
month concrete is nearly linear to about 300 MPa and then proceeds to stiffen. We 
approximated these data with the linear and locked hydrostats shown in Fig. 2, and the 
locked volumetric strain was taken as ~/* = 0.04. Because the pressure data are limited to 
400 MPa, we also calculated the depth of penetration with r/*= 0.10 to estimate the 
sensitivity of r/*. Depth calculations from ~/* = 0.04 and 0.10 gave nearly identical results. 

In the next sections, we outline the penetration model, derive equations for spherical 
cavity-expansion for a material with a locked hydrostat and constant shear-strength, and 
present penetration equations. Finally, we compare our predictions with the test results of 
Canfield and Clator [6]. 
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FIG. 2. Data and idealized, pressure-volumetric strain for the 4-month concrete. 

F O R M U L A T I O N  O F  T H E  P E N E T R A T I O N  M O D E L  

Rigid projectiles with spherical or ogival noses impact a uniform target at normal 
incidence with velocity V o and proceed to penetrate at rigid-body velocity V z. As shown in 
Fig. 3(b), an ogive is the arc of a circle and is tangent to the penetrator afterbody. It is also 
common to define the ogive in terms of caliber-radius-head 

CRH = s/2a = ~, (1) 

where s and a are defined in Fig. 3(b). For  a rigid projectile, motion and final depth can be 
calculated when forces on the projectile are known. Thus, we first model target resistance 
and then calculate motion and final depth. 

The problem is axisymmetric, and sliding frictional resistance between the projectile and 
target is neglected. From the geometry shown in Fig. 3(a), incremental ring forces normal to 
the spherical nose and in the axial direction are 

dF,. = 2nRaa.(V~, O)dO 

dFz = 2nRa cos Oa,(Vz, O)dO, (2b) 

where the symbols are defined in Fig. 3(a), and tr.(V~, 0) is the normal stress on the nose from 
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FIG. 3. Projectile geometries: (a) spherical nose and (b) ogival nose. 
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target resistance that depends on rigid-body velocity. Thus, 

fo n/2 F: = ~ a  2 tTn(Vz, O) sin 20 dO. {2c) 

Similarly, the incremental ring forces normal to the ogival nose and in the axial direction 
are 

°,[sin (3a) 

(3b) 

where symbols are defined in Fig. 3(b), and an(V,, ~b) is the stress on the nose normal to the 
ogive surface from target resistance. Thus, 

¢£ [ F~ = 2ns 2 trn(V~, dp) sin tk ~b d~b, (3c) 

where 

~b0= sin- 1 ( ~ - ) .  (3d) 

The normal stresses trn(V ~, 0) and a~(Vz, c/p) will be approximated by results from elastic- 
plastic, spherical, cavity-expansion analyses. These cavity-expansion solutions are discussed 
in the next sections. 

SPHERICAL CAVITY-EXPANSION FOR A MATERIAL WITH A L O C K E D  HYDROSTAT 
AND C O N S T A N T  S H E A R - S T R E N G T H  

A spherically symmetric cavity is expanded from zero initial radius at constant velocity V. 
As shown in Fig. 4, this expansion produces plastic and elastic response regions. The plastic 
region is bounded by the radii r = Vt and r = ct, where r is the radial Lagrangian co-ordinate, 
t is time and c is the elastic-plastic interface velocity. When the expansion velocity is large 
enough, the material illustrated in Fig. 2 is represented by a locked hydrostat and constant 
shear-strength (Tresca yield criterion). The elastic region is taken as an incompressible, 
elastic solid. 

INCOMPRESSIBLE 

FIG. 4. Response regions for the spherically symmetric, cavity-expansion problem. 
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Plast ic  response 

For a locked hydrostat, the Tresca yield criterion and spherical symmetry 

tl* = 1 - Po/P* 

a,  - ao = Y 

p = (a, + 2ao)/3, 
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(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

where p is hydrostatic pressure, a,, ao are the radial and tangential components of Cauchy 
stress, taken positive in compression, Y is the yield stress, Po, P* are the initial and locked 
densities, and q* is the locked volumetric strain. Equations (4b, c) can be combined to give 
the radial stress 

a, = p + 2Y /3 .  (4d) 

The equations of momentum and mass conservation in Lagrangian co-ordinates are 

(r + u) 2 ~-r + 2 1 + (r + u)(a, - ao) + po r2 ~ = 0 (5a) 

where u is radial displacement and p is current density. For this application (at - a0) = Y in 

and dimensionless variables 

(5a), and p = p* in (5b). The boundary condition is 

u(r = O, t) = Vt. (6) 

For a uniform cavity-expansion, it is convenient to introduce the similarity 
transformation 

~ = r / c t  (7a) 

u(r, t) = ct6(~), S = a , / Y  

With (7a, b), the conservation equations (5a, b) become 

dS - 2(1 + d~i/d~) po c2 44 d2li 
d ~ =  (~+ff) y (~+ff)2d~2 

1 d Po ~2 
d~ [(¢ + if)3] = ~ -  

and the boundary condition (6) transforms to 

~'(0) = V /c .  

Equation (8b) integrates to 

(~ + ~7) 3 = (1 - ,1")¢ 3 + (V/c) 3. 

(7b) 

(8a) 

(8b)  

(8c) 

(9) 

1 e [(r  + u) 3] = p o r 2, (Sb) 
3 0r p 
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Using (9) and noting that (1 + d~/d~) = d(~ + t~)/d~, (8a) can be written as 

S = - 2  (d(~+~)  2poc2(1_~/ , ) (  ~Sd~ 
J (~ + ~) r J [ ( l  - ~,)~3 + ~,],,,3 

2poc2(1 _ q , )2  ~ ~8 d~ 

+ Y J[(1 - ~/,)~3 + t/,]7/3 + c ,  (10a) 

where C is an integration constant. Evaluation of the integrals with S(~ = 1) = $2 gives 

poC2q * ~ 3q* + 4(1 -- ~/,)~3 t 
S = S 2 4 2 ~ , )  ( [q ,  + (1 - t/*)~3] '/3 - (4 - q*) 

) 

2 l n [ ~ *  + (1 - ~,)~3], (10b) 
3 

where the interface velocity c and radial, interface stress in the plastic region $2 will be 
determined later. 

In ter face  condit ions 

The plastic and elastic regions are connected through the Hugoniot jump conditions that 
conserve mass and momentum across the elastic-plastic interface. From [4], 

p2(v2 - c) = Pl (v l  - c) ( l la)  

¢7 2 q-P2V2(V2 -- C) = (71 + Pl Vl (Vl -- C), (1 lb) 

where v is particle velocity, measured positive outward, and the subscripts 2, 1 refer to 
quantities at the elastic-plastic interface (~= 1) in the plastic and elastic regions, 
respectively. For this problem, P2 = P *  and Pl = P o .  We also define the dimensionless 
particle velocity 

U = v/c (12) 

and the jump conditions reduce to 

U2 = q* + (1 - q*)U1 (13a) 

$2 = $1 + ~ (1 - UI) 2. (13b) 

Elast ic  response 

The elastic response for an incompressible material is presented in [11]. Displacement, 
particle velocity and radial stress are 

Y 1 
z] - 2E ~2 (14a) 

3Y 1 
U - 2E ~2 (14b) 

2 1 3po c2 1 
s = ~  e ~' (lax) 

where E is Young's modulus. 
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Response equations 

The interface velocity can now be determined from (9) and (14a). There is continuity of 
displacement at ~ = 1 between the plastic and elastic regions. Thus, 

V 
c = [(1 + Y/2E)  3 - (1 - q,)]1/3" (15) 

Radial stress in the plastic region at ~ = 1 is obtained from (14b) and (13b). Thus, 

$2 = ~ + - - y  - -  + 1 - 2 E  / ..1" (16) 

With c and $2 evaluated, radial stress in the plastic region is given by (10b). Radial stress 
for the incompressible elastic region is given by (14c). 

For penetration resistance, we will later use the relationship between normal stress at the 
cavity surface (4 = 0) and cavity-expansion velocity. Thus, 

S(¢ = O) = A + B V  2 (17a) 

in which 

A = (2/3)[1 - In(t/*)] 

B y~2 LE +t/* 1 2E,/ 2(1-r /*)  

(17b) 

(17c) 

(17d) 

P E N E T R A T I O N  E Q U A T I O N S  

Axial forces on the projectile noses are given in terms of the integrals (2c) for the spherical 
nose and (3c) for the ogival nose. These integrals contain a, (V, ,  8) or a,(Vz, dp), which are the 
normal stresses on the nose from target resistance. We approximate these stresses by using 
results from the spherically symmetric cavity-expansion analysis that relates normal stress at 
the cavity surface to cavity-expansion velocity. 

Forces on spherical nose projectiles 

From the geometry shown in :Fig. 3(a), the particle velocity at the spherical nose-target 
interface caused by the projectile penetrating at rigid-body velocity Vz is 

v (V  v 8) = V, cos 8. (18) 

We now approximate the normal stress distribution on the spherical nose by replacing the 
spherically symmetric cavity-expansion velocity V in (17a) with the particle velocity v given 
by (18). Thus, normal stress distribution around the spherical nose is taken as 

S(Vz, 8) = A + B ( V  z c o s  8) 2 , (19) 

where A and B are defined by (17b, c). Substituting (19) into (2c) and integrating gives 

F z = rca 2 Y [ A  + (B/2)V2].  (20) 
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Forces on ogival nose projectiles 

From the geometry shown in Fig. 3(b), the particle velocity at the ogival nose-target 
interface caused by projectile rigid-body velocity V= is 

v(V,, q))= V, cos 4) (21) 

and the normal stress distribution on the ogival nose is taken as 

S(V z, 4)) = a + B(V= cos 4))2. (22) 

Substituting (22) into (3c) and integrating gives 

F = T t a 2 ( A _  ~ (8~k-~_2_1) BV2], (23) 

where $ is the caliber-radius-head of the ogive given by (1). For $ = 1/2, the ogive 
degenerates to a sphere. Then, for this special case, (23) reduces to (20). 

Final penetration depth 

As discussed in the Introduction and shown in Fig. 2, the pressure-volumetric strain data 
are idealized with linear and locked hydrostats. The spherically symmetric cavity-expansion 
analysis for a linear hydrostat is given in [ 11], and the locked hydrostat analysis is presented 
in this paper. Fortunately, forces from both the linear and locked hydrostats can be written 
in the form 

F= = ct + fl V 2. (24) 

Assume for now that the impact velocity is large enough that locked hydrostat is a 
reasonable approximation. Penetration velocity decreases with penetration depth, and at 
some depth Pt the penetration velocity V t is low enough that the linear hydrostat is a better 
approximation. We first calculate the depth Pt from the locked hydrostat solution and then 
calculate final depth P from the linear hydrostat solution. Depth is calculated from 

dV=-mE dV= -F~, (25) 
m - - ~ -  ~ d-~-= 

where m is the projectile mass and z is penetration depth. Substituting (24) into (25) and 
integrating gives 

(26a) 

P =  Pt + ~ l n  1+ (26b) 

In (26a, b), the values of • and 13 depend on the nose shape and solutions from the locked 
and linear hydrostat solutions. For example, values of • and fl for the locked hydrostat 
solution and a spherical nose are obtained by matching coefficients in (20) and (24), and for 
the ogival nose by matching coefficients in (23) and (24). Values of 0t and fl for the linear 
hydrostat solution are obtained from the analysis in [11] and will be discussed in the next 
section. 
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Figure 5 shows two radial stress profiles predicted by the spherically symmetric, cavity- 
expansion analysis for a material described with a locked hydrostat and constant shear- 
strength. The plastic region is bounded by 0 < r/ct < 1, there is a jump at the elastic-plastic 
interface, and the incompressible, elastic region is for r/ct > 1. In Fig. 6, we present radial 
stress at the cavity surface vs cavity-expansion velocity for q*=  0.04 and 0.10. These 
curves show that radial stress has a weak dependence on q*. In addition, we present results 
from our elastic-plastic spherical cavity-expansion analysis [11] for a linear hydrostat. The 
bulk modulus for the linear hydrostat corresponds to that shown in Fig. 2 (K = 9.0 GPa). 
The pressure-volumetric strain data shown in Fig. 2 are non-linear over 0-400 MPa, so we 
also calculated a,/Y with K = 7.8 and 10.0 for 0 <  (po/Y)l/2V< 1.8. At (po/Y)l/2V= 1.8, 
a,/Y= 6.421, 6.726 for K = 7.8 and 10.0, respectively. Therefore, the radial stress has a very 
weak dependence on K over the range of interest for this application. For r/* = 0.04, Fig. 6 
shows that radial stress for a linear hydrostat is slightly larger for 0 < (po/Y)l/2V< 1.8, 
whereas the locked hydrostat solution predicts larger radial stress for (po/Y)I/2V > 1.8. 
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FIG. 5. Radia l  stress profiles for (po/Y)X/2V= 3.0 and 5.0 wi th  q* = 0.04. 
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Figure 7 shows predictions of axial force from the locked hydrostat model for a spherical 
nose (CRH = 0.5) and ogival noses with CRH = 1.5 and 3.0. Smaller values of CRH 
represent blunter noses, and the blunter nose-shapes experience larger forces as the 
penetration velocity increases. Forces on all nose-shapes approach the quasi-static values as 

approaches zero. In addition, Fig. 7 shows predictions from the linear hydrostat model. 
These results range from V= = 0 to the values of V z corresponding to peak cavity-expansion 
at (po/Y) 1/2 V= 1.8 in Fig. 6, which is the intersection point for the linear and locked models 
for ~/* = 0.04. The analytical results for the spherically symmetric cavity-expansion problem 
with the linear hydrostat [11] cannot be explicitly written in the form of (17a). However, the 
value of A (the quasi-static solution) is determined [11], and for convenience, B was chosen 
to curve fit the results in Fig. 6 over 0 <  (po/Y)I/2V< 1.8. Thus, the axial forces can be 
conveniently calculated from (20) for the spherical nose and from (23) for the ogival noses. 

Figure 8 compares depth of penetration predictions from the model and the test data of 
Canfield and Clator [6]. As indicated in Fig. 8 and discussed in the Introduction, Canfield 
and Clator condt/cted tests with full-scale (76.2 mm dia., 5.9 kg, CRH = 1.5) and 1/10-scale 
(7.62 mm dia., 5.9 x 10-a kg, CRH = 1.5) armor-piercing shells. As suggested by Baker [7], 
the model and penetration data are presented in terms of dimensionless variables to show the 
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geometric and material scales of the problem. In Fig. 8, Y= 95 MPa and P0 = 2240 kg m -  3. 
The model generally predicts penetration depths greater than the test data, but the 
agreement is reasonable for a reinforced-concrete target that is a very complex material. In 
particular, the model predicts about 20 ~ larger depths of penetration than the test data for 
2.5 < (po/y)I/2Vo < 4.0. 

Conclusions 
We developed an engineering model that predicted forces and penetration depths for rigid 

spherical and ogival nose projectiles that penetrated semi-infinite, reinforced-concrete 
targets. These penetration equations are in closed form and depend on the impact velocity, 
the geometry and mass of the projectile and material properties of the target. The model 
predicted depths of penetration that were in reasonable agreement with the penetration data 
of Canfield and Clator [6]. 
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